
 

Lisa: Hi everybody, it's the end of the year. Actually no, you're seeing this in the new year and 
I am here with one of my all time favourite people and that is Amy Taylor-Kabbaz. Hi 
Amy. 

Amy: Hey Beautiful, hi everyone. Happy new year. 

Amy: Happy new year. 

Lisa: What the heck? I know. Here's the thing, Small Steppers probably know you, if they 
don't, they now will. We have a lot of new members and do you want to just give a 
quick little spiel about what it is that you do and why I might be talking to you to help us 
energetically and spiritually and all the things to round out our 2018. 

Amy: You're talking to me because we love talking to each other first and foremost, but 
mostly because we do share audiences a lot. I think we speak to women that are very 
similar. You have a beautiful approach and I think my approach kind of compliments it. 
I'm like the woo-woo to your practical. Don't you think? I think that's a good way to 
describe it. I work with Mamas all over the world on their connection to themselves and 
their transformation and transition through this time in their life. I'm super passionate 
about women understanding what happens to them when they become moms and how 
this continues to evolve for years and years and the way I do that is by talking about 
mindfulness and meditation and our thoughts create our reality and our energy and 
how to look after ourselves. That goes way beyond a haircut once a month, but a deep 
daily commitment to honouring yourself as a woman. 

Amy: One of my favourite things to do is to create program and resources and meditations for 
mums and women to kind of develop this really great relationship with themselves 
where they can stop and reflect on what's going on and realising they're actually doing a 
really good job. And the end of the year is the perfect time to do that. It's just, it's my 
favourite thing to do is ... I was meant to be born on Christmas day and my birthday is 
between Christmas and new years. So not only is this my personal time of the year, 
where a year of my life ends and another one begins, but it's also the planets. 

Amy: Can you imagine? I am just in my element at, just in the start of January. I'm like all 
about the worksheets and the planning and reflecting and releasing and the burning of 
old problems and the bringing in of the new. Yeah, this is my thing. 

Lisa: And you're the best at this. If we weren’t doing this for the Small Steppers we'd be- 

Amy: We'd be doing it together anyway. 

Lisa: Yeah it's been a big year for me. I must say looking back now, it feels dense, it feels kind 
of like actually really long year. 

Amy: Yeah, I agree. 



 

Lisa: I don't have that. It's definitely gone fast-ish. I'll think, "Oh my gosh, it's school holiday 
time again." Or something like that, But looking back on the actual year, so the first time 
in a long time it actually feels quite long. 

Amy: Yes. And I think, and we can only speak about you and I, but we both have large 
communities of women who feed back to us all the time and I think I can say with 
confidence that there is a lot of people that feel this way too, which is, it's been a year 
of some amazing things coming forward, like a year of some really beautiful moments 
and celebrations and experiences. However, they haven't been easy won, they haven't 
felt light and joyful even in the moment. It's like, "Oh yeah great." We got there. I'm 
exhausted. Really. It's been a very heavy year. 

Amy: And if we wanted to get a bit woo-woo about it, the Chinese year is the year of the dog, 
which you could read a lot into that. Its a bit of a dog of a year and it was a year that 
many of us ... I remember the conversation you and I had this time last year where 
we're all like, we're done with the lessons. 

Lisa: Yes. 

Amy: Woo hoo. it's going to be a year of rewards and it's going to be a year where everything 
finally falls into place. And the manifestation of all of our drinks, gosh we were so full of 
that last year, werent we? At this time last year. 

Lisa: We really were. I've had shingles. 

Amy: Yes. And we thought we learned the lesson. 

Lisa: Amy. I thought I learned the lesson. 

Amy: I thought I learned the lesson too. I don't think, I think I did learn the lesson, but it just 
wasn't completed yet. Maybe we could look at it that way. I think it's been a year of 
some really tough experiences for many of us but It's really easy, isn't it? To get bogged 
down with that and get to the end of the year because we're also really exhausted. It's 
the end of a huge year. And we can kind of feel a bit. I know I've come into the part, "Oh 
thank God, that's done." 

Amy: I'm actually, that's not fair. It's been a year of some really amazing moments and it 
wasn't until you sit down and you think, "Wow, look at this." And even though that was 
hard, that had to happen for me to be where I am here now. And that's what I love 
about this process, but what I want to share with all of your Small Steppers is that, don't 
let this chance pass you by to sit down and really celebrate that you survived it. You 
learned so much. There are some beautiful growth opportunities through all of this and 
really celebrate yourself on it. 

Lisa: It's so funny that you say this because I feel like in the last month or so in the 
membership, there's been some really big huge shares from people that seem quite 
small or other combination of lots of little bits of stuff done throughout the year or even 



 

the previous year. It can take so long for us to find ourselves having that kind of 
breakthrough moment or that time when we were like, "Oh, I can see it all now." I 
would love for you to, to take us through how you reflect on a year, how you pull the 
lessons out. I'd love to hear your process for that and share it. And I just know that 
there's some Small Steppers who were like, "I can really see it." And there's other 
people who are still, we're in the weeds, we're wondering what that end point is. 

Lisa: There's no end point. There is an end point. Am I going to have a great team? Is this just 
going to be the way it is forever? And so yeah, I think everyone can benefit from a sort 
of closing out the year ceremony, tougher thing and then creating space like creating 
from that blank canvas - a 2019 team that feels really good. Yeah, hit us. How do you, 
what's your process, what's the Amy.T.K end of year process. 

Amy: I think, the thing that excites me the most and that I want to share with the world if I am 
so blessed to do so, is that we are a freaking work in progress as women. And I think 
that we actually get very frustrated with that. We get frustrated that we haven't figured 
it out. We get frustrated that we're still not where we thought we should be, that we 
keep slipping backwards. We do all of this and that actually what we're doing this whole 
lifetime is still growing into who we're meant to be and that is like the most exciting 
thing in the world that every day you're just expanding that little bit more, figuring 
something else out. That there is never any going backwards or the lessons are the 
wrong lessons. For me I just think that if you can create space. I'm all about rituals, 
women we're meant to have rituals in our life. 

Amy: We're meant to have daily, monthly rituals that we pause this crazy busy life and sit 
down and honour ourselves and the growth that we've been through. And so I think we 
really have to create that time and space. We have to be able to sit down and I share a 
meditation in my interview program which is, literally walks you through each month of 
the year. Like think back, where were you, what happened in that month? And kind of 
just almost see it like a movie in your mind where you walk yourself through everything 
that's happened and remember it and allow the feelings to come back up again, really 
sit with it and reflect on it because often it's not until hindsight we see what that was all 
about. "Oh Wow. Now I know why that happened. Okay, now I understand why that 
was." And I remember I shared with you because, for the Mamas that don't know, Lisa 
and I are kind of the back and forth on Messenger. 

Amy: "Oh my God, I listened to this, this morning. Have you heard this podcast? I just heard 
these." Sharing each other's inspirations and I sent Lisa a message a couple months ago 
maybe that said, I cannot remember, that said, I just heard this thing that's blown my 
mind and made me ball my eyes out at the traffic lights as I was driving listening to it, 
which said, "what if that thing that happened was the easiest and fastest way for the 
universe to get you back on track." What if that tough moment that break up, that 
injury, that financial disaster, whatever it was, what if that actually was the fastest way 
for the universe to say, "Well, hang on, heading the wrong way. She's not listening to us. 
Let's just throw that thing in there and she can go Shzup! back in to where she's meant 
to be going." 



 

Amy: And that is the beauty of those reflections and that just really connected with me this 
year that we need to bring a level of trust through this, that we are actually looked after, 
that this is all happening for our ultimate growth and this beautiful journey that we're 
on called life and if we can create the space to realise that we're judging ourselves so 
harshly and judging others so harshly. 

Amy: Whereas if we sit down and just bring this reflection of what did I learn from this and 
why might this have happened, and asking those really beautiful questions. You can see, 
"Wow, maybe that was the fastest and easiest way for me to get where I needed to go." 

Lisa: I think it was Abraham Hicks. 

Amy: It was. 

Lisa: I think one of the biggest things that I have learned this year was something that you 
eluded to just then was that, "I stopped thinking things were happening to me and I 
recognised everything was happening for me." And also is a reflection of me and it's why 
I started to delve into happiness more. And as I remember that whole saying of like, 
'Magnets never questioned their ability to attract.' 

Amy: I love that quote. 

Lisa: Yeah. And it's just like if you're operating down here, you're just going to attract more 
down there. If you're vibrating and this is going to be totally woo to some of you guys. 
And that's okay. You can ask the questions and if it's not something that you're 
interested in that's totally fine. These ability to reflect is still, you don't need that. But I 
really started to recognise that how I was showing up and it was for myself first, who I 
was being in the world was having the biggest result on what was happening around 
me. Because it's like is this just a reflection of how I feel, so how I feel becomes the most 
important thing. Even if shit's flying around me, even if things aren't perfect in the 
world, I still can come back to base, come back to me and- 

Amy: -That's actually our super power as women is that we have this ability. This is the most 
beautiful thing about being a woman, which I think we forget about completely and 
what I loved so much around teachings of Kundalini Yoga and things like that, which is 
why I've got so much of that into my work is because at the core of that teaching is you 
are so powerful. You have the ability to hold space for so many people in your life. 
They've all seen it. We've seen that if you're in a grumpy mood, suddenly the kids are 
fighting. Things fall off the band. She had a car accident. He can't find a freaking case. 
The whole world around you seems to crumble if you are centred and calm and not that 
we have to be perfect, but you mentioned that beautiful word which is grace. 

Amy: If you have this inner sense within yourself, that I'm going to be okay, that I have control 
of this, of how I react to this and everything else starts to change around you and then 
maybe they've proven that we keep excusing this as woo-woo, but it's actually proven 
by science now. Negative emotions. They've measured the frequency. Negative 
emotions are heavier and they actually vibrate at a lower frequency. If you are more 



 

positive, hopeful even, even just a little bit hopeful that tomorrow might be different. 
Your whole frequency, the vibration you put out and we live in a vibration world, the 
vibration you put out is actually higher and its proven that like attracts likes. I feel like 
we should almost get to the point where we stop apologising. Oh this is a bit woo-woo, 
no it's not. It's fact. It's science and also everyone knows it and feels it. If you're in a shit 
mood, everything goes to shit. It's just like that. It's that simple. 

Lisa: But also that we use words like, I feel low, I feel heavy. We literally understand what 
this, what is going on. It's just that, if you need scientific proof, there's lots of stuff out 
there now and I've done loads of looking into this and I have the most sceptical husband 
in the world when it comes to all this stuff and I'm like, "Well, look at this, look at this 
thing." This youtube things like, okay, yeah, I get that. But what I wanted to say on the 
back of that too is that and we told ourselves we wouldn't go on Tangents, but here we 
are. Anyway. 

Lisa: I said, it was this quote that I saw, which was if you still don't have what you want, then 
you don't understand what you are. And its like, If you don't have what you want, you 
don't understand that you are this beautiful energetic being that can attract whatever 
you basically want. You are beyond powerful. Like we just don't have this concept. We 
get stuck in our everyday stuff. We tell ourselves stories about this is the way it is for 
me. I'm stuck, when nothing's ever stuck because we're energy, we are constantly in 
motion, but we can think stuck thoughts that keep us not moving forward, but it's that if 
you really understood what you were, you would have everything that you need and I've 
been allowing myself to kind of explore that a bit more and it's rather extraordinary 
what can happen if you allow yourself to the freedom to be more than all of the ... 

Lisa: I told mum just before, I feel like right now, this moment in time at the end of 2018, I 
feel closer to the Lisa Corduff who was in, who was the year 12 school captain. Even 
though, though I was young, I didn't really know anything, that girl really who thought 
anything was possible. He knew anything was possible. Like I just had this knowing that 
life was going to be this big adventure, but knew she could lead people, but just knew 
her place was on a podium with a microphone talking like that, but it's all of these stuff 
that happens to the students then that has put all of these like layers up around who I 
might actually really be and this is why your work is so important. 

Lisa: This is where my understanding matrescence and those sorts of things is important 
because if we don't have a stop to pause and reflect and see like what's happening right 
now, do I have what I want and need in my life left? No, okay, well then what do I need 
to do to change that or what has just been happening for me that I turned into a story 
that is actually, that this is terrible and it's made me sad and life sucks or am I actually 
thanking this situation for giving me the gift that I needed to receive in order to be able 
to move on. 

Amy: That's it. 

Lisa: Its a very long winded little passage. 



 

Amy: No. Bring on the long winded. I love it. But I think the thing that's really been powerful 
for me to understand about this year and for the women that are watching, were like, 
"Yeah, great, that sounds awesome." But I know that I'm not attracting what I want and 
I get that I'm stuck. I get that the voice in my head, I call it the 'Inner me Mama' that 
inner me Mama voice says, "I'm not good enough. I'm not worthy. It never works out for 
me. It's fine for you, Lisa and Amy. But what about me with my life?" If you're there all 
you have to understand is that you have been ruled by this machine whose job is to 
point out the differences. Our brain is neurologically and evolutionarily, if that's the 
right word, programmed. You know what I mean? In terms of evolution, programmed to 
find the problems. 

Amy: If we keep living from an unconscious mind, we will always find the problems. We will 
always compare ourselves. We will always see that he's not doing enough. She's really 
shit. This doesn't work for me and whatever. If we live from here unconsciously, in other 
words, wake up every day and just do the same things and get to the end of the year 
and just accept that it was a crap year or things don't work out for me and keep going, it 
won't actually change. What we have to do is learn how to control this programme up 
here and change it and I would say your one of the best teachers about mindset that I 
think we have in Australia at the moment. I just love the way that you're sharing all of 
that and I ... Means you're in the right place to keep learning how to change this 
because I've seen you. 

Amy: What you've done over the last few years is phenomenal with changing your mindset 
and teaching others. And for me it would be about getting into your body more. Like 
really feeling the feeling, feeling that energy. For me, it's always realising that this is not 
the control of me. That if I can get out of here and instead focus on vibration, the 
frequency, the feelings, the focus of what I'm putting my energy on, then I can start 
changing that. For anyone who's stuck and just wants it to feel different next year, don't 
judge that the mind is pointing out the differences. That's actually its job, but we can 
understand that and accept it and learn how to change it by weekly check ins, monthly 
check ins, daily meditations, end of year reflections, whatever it is that you do, but 
you've got to train this programme, this computer to do it differently. Does that make 
sense? 

Lisa: One hundred percent. We're not our thoughts. We're just a thinker of our thoughts. And 
that whole thing about where you focus your attention. When Jim said this year, "you 
are where your attention is." And I was just like, "yeah, I get it." But I didn't really get it 
and until we actually really start to practise that stuff. Okay. Let's do something. Let's do 
something a little bit practical. Tell us how. Tell us like, I don't know, I feel like we need 
to get out that yoga gear on or something. 

Amy: I think the air conditioner is so hot and muggy in Sydney today. 

Lisa: Is it me in a jumper in Melbourne. Let's talk about how you do reflect on a year and the 
lessons like how to kind of extract the lessons because sometimes it can be hard. 

Amy: It can. As I said before, I think it's really good to try and take a step back from your life a 
little bit and create some space in a bit of a, make it a special occasion, get your self a 



 

glass of wine, have a cup of Tea, light a candle, run a bath, whatever it is, and really sit 
down and create this little space and take yourself back to the start of the year and 
really connect with who that was. Imagine in your mind who you were 12 months ago. 
And then just slowly if you can in your mind, work your way through the year and 
answer questions like, this year 2018 was meant to be this. I thought this year was going 
to be this, but I can now see that it has been this. If i was to pull out three lessons from 
this year it would be. if I believed ... It's a beautiful way to ask yourself if I were to. 

Amy: If I were to believe that everything was happening for a reason, that would mean this, 
this and this, if I was to believe this, it would mean. So those questions are really lovely. 
And then another beautiful exercise if you'd like is to then just write to yourself, you've 
done a great job this year. I know it's been tough. I know it's not really what you 
wanted. I know this has been really unexpected, but I trusted everything. Write this 
beautiful letter to yourself so you can forgive and let go of the judgement . Because if 
we carry that judgement into the next year, nothing will change. And that's what you 
and I are both all about, is that, we've got to leave all of that behind. 

Amy: We have to realise that we have a choice every day. And I remember once again, you 
and I had this conversation earlier in the year where you and I are both in this moment 
of saying, "I just looked around and realised that my life is so different. I thought it 
would be this big uuh! awakening moment of ..." Remember that conversation you and I 
had, where I've been waiting for this taa-daa announcement of a new life. And suddenly 
I'd be able to share that with the world because in that moment I realised everything 
was different. And actually it's not about that. It's about these small steps, amazingly 
that we take every single day and sometimes we can't even see how far we've come. 

Amy: We can't even see how much has changed until we look back and think, at the beginning 
of this year I was so stuck with that and I am now in such a different place. We can't 
even see the steps that we've taken until we're kind of in the middle of it. Do you 
remember that conversation you and I had about that. 

Lisa: so much. Yes. And I think it's because, and you know what, I think there's a lot of Small 
Steppers who are in the weeds of young kids as well and there's also a lot who were 
probably similar to where I was a few years ago and now kids are kind of growing up 
together. And I really do feel like with two kids in school this year, my reality kind of 
shifted a little bit and I was able to stop and see. I'm really coming to the other end of a 
particular stage of my life and that can be so powerful. But we also can't wait for those 
moments to give ourselves a chance to draw a bit of a line in the sand. 

Lisa: For you to share about the, let go of the judgement and forgive yourself. Do you just say 
it to yourself? Do you write it? I mean, this is the thing I think about. I'm just like on the 
daily forgiving myself for, "Oh Lisa, you were trying your best. It didn't work out." Or yes 
you didn't get to that or oh, it might be time to get your daughter some new shorts 
because those ones are really ready and she's worn them four days in a row. You're not 
on top of the Washer, whatever it is. Who cares? I just, I have so much. I just have so 
much grace because I know I'm trying my best, but I see other women really stuck in 
kind of blocking themselves. How does that happen? 



 

Amy: Yeah. It's so interesting that you asked me that because just this morning I was working 
on the chapter and I'm rewriting my first book. Well not rewriting, but reediting it and I 
was literally working on this chapter this morning. Unkindness, I have a great story to 
tell you. I think the thing that I, that has helped me understand this the most is how I 
view my children. So for example, I had one particular child who is exceptionally feisty, 
short tempered, or just one of those kids that has been slamming doors in my face since 
she was three. Like literally just is the most volatile unpredictable little firecracker from 
the moment she was born and I could choose to see that behaviour, but I don't because 
I'm the unconditional love of the mother. 

Amy: I am the one that sees that. She's like that because her best friend isn't talking to her at 
school today. She's like that because she had a terrible night sleep last night with 
anxiety again. So she's really tired. She's like that because she's actually, we're really 
worried about starting high school. She's like that because of this, this and this. And so I 
see the behaviour. I don't like it and I might help her change it, but there is such deep 
sympathy and compassion for her because I know underneath it she has the most 
beautiful soul. And so as mothers we do this all the time. It's like when you, my 
youngest, my little boy went through a terrible biting stage when he was like two and 
three, he would just bit everyone including his nephew and me and his sister and he was 
just like, jaws, just chopped everybody and I could see that this was a behaviour 
because of something that was going on in his life and so I can see through that and 
support him. 

Amy: What I'm trying to say is that I use that example to look at myself. When I yell or when I 
do something that is not the way I want to behave or be in this life, when I act without 
grace, when I do things that really disappoint myself, I can use that same conversation, 
which is, "I'm really tired." You haven't had any sleep last night and you're totally 
overwhelmed by what's coming up tomorrow. So you reacted that way, but underneath 
you've got a great soul and you've got a great heart and you're doing the best you can. 
So I never got that level of unconditional love until I was a mum because I've never felt 
bad about anybody. I judged everyone. I judged my husband all the time. I find it quite 
difficult to find unconditional love for him. Because It's just a different relationship. 

Amy: But once I saw it of how I felt about my children's flaws, I could then start realising, "Oh, 
that's what self compassion must feel like. That's what acceptance must feel like." That 
Although you would like some behaviours to change and you do your best to change it, 
underneath that you know that you're doing the best, you know that you're a good 
person. Just finding it hard right now. That has really changed the way I talked to myself. 
And so yeah, I literally write about, if my head's too thick with that judgement , I will 
grab my journal and I'm a message journal person and I will write it out and I'll have that 
conversation with myself and I will mother myself in that sense. 

Lisa: I just got a little bit teary. 

Amy: Oh good, I like tears. 

Lisa: Really because I feel like my wish and your wish for women is probably the same to just 
wrap themselves in a big fat hug. If you can be that for yourself and not seek it 



 

anywhere else, but you become your own, like most important person, then it's like, 
that's really claiming your power. That's meaning I don't need the food to make me 
okay. I don't need your ... Even let external validation from anywhere else. I don't need 
to put some great family photos on Facebook so that we look like we're having as much 
fun as the Jones's and Blah, blah blah. It's like its not what's here. I know myself. I know 
who I am and what I'm trying to do here is more than enough. 

Amy: And actually that's my, I've gone through this process of setting, looking at my year and 
then looking at what I would like to focus on next year and for me this is, my 
commitment to myself is yet another level of self acceptance and self love because even 
though I've been doing this for so many years and I've been teaching it for years now 
and like studied it and literally gone to the guru's feet and said, "Teach me how to teach 
others this." I have realised this year yet again, that there is still another layer of self 
judgement there that I thought I was done with. I thought if you'd asked me at the start 
of the year. I'm like, "Oh yeah, I'm totally self accepting of who I am and what I do." And 
when things didn't work out this year, the way that I wanted them to, that judgement 
and negative voice in my head was back in such a loud way that it surprised me. 

Amy: My commitment. I just want to say this to all the women who are like, "Yeah, I get it, but 
I don't feel like that about myself. I can forgive my children because I can see how 
unconditional love works for them, but I just don't feel that about myself. I just don't 
accept that this is who I am underneath." If you're feeling that, I just want to say that it 
is. It's like the biggest onion ever. There are so many layers of this and I truly believe, 
this is to get totally deeply meaningful with you all, I truly believe that, that's what we're 
here to learn. Its just layers and layers and layers of self acceptance of realising that it 
has nothing to do with how much money's in your bank account. How many friends you 
have on Facebook, how many kilos you weigh, it has nothing to do with it. 

Amy: It is all about self acceptance to such a degree that you are unshakable because you 
have such a love and acceptance of yourself. If you want to, we can put our hands up 
and say that's going to be our commitment next year because it is for me, I am. That is 
my focus. I want yet another layer of loving and accepting myself. Even if I had done 
none of the things on my to do list today, none of them. I want to be able to feel okay 
with myself and I have, but it's gone back again. And so I'm recommitting to that. That's 
my focus for 2019. 

Lisa: You are exactly where you're meant to be. There's nothing more that exists apart from 
this present moment. So just do your best now. 

Amy: Exactly. 

Lisa: And just love yourself now. 

Amy: And trust that all will be okay even though I didn't do those things. So that also comes 
with it, isn't it? It's a layer of trust that it's going to be all right, even though I didn't send 
that email. It's going to be okay even though I didn't, all of that. It's just layers of it, and 
that's the other beautiful thing about this process that you know all of your members. It 



 

would be wonderful to do once you've cleared out that year, sit down and ask yourself 
not the goals, not the deadline's not the outcomes that you want and you teach this so 
beautifully, but it's the feeling. How do you want to feel this year and truly don't go with 
the head. Go with the body. Imagine, ask yourself, how do I want to feel when I wake up 
and how do I want to feel when I fall asleep and find beautiful juicy words, love and 
really create your own little focus and mantra and yes, goal for the year. 

Lisa: And you said, that's perfect. We can absolutely decrease. This gives us a beautiful 
system to go through, but you're also doing it. I just wanted to let Small Steppers know 
because you're actually taking women through this process. Does that keep off. 

Amy: I've coded the co creation process because it really is this co creating with the universe. 
This isn't about you putting down a list that you're going to achieve and you tick it off 
each day. It's the process we've been talking about which is you get the meditation to 
look through your year, a walkthrough movie in your mind and then you clear it out and 
bite down and celebrate the lessons and then you do another meditation. If you haven't 
done meditation before, don't be overwhelmed. Don't be afraid. I'm not going to get 
you chanting or doing anything. It's just beautiful visualisation. We can chant for one, a 
beautiful visualisation and then you look at what you want to feel, It's really values 
based, like what are your highest values in each area of your life, your home, parenting, 
health, relationships, money, creativity. 

Amy: Because I think that's really important for women. Like how am I going to express who I 
am this year and yourself, how am I going to look after myself? And then to really, 
Mamas have brought this programme before Lisa and had kind of done half of it 
because they're busy and it's a crazy time of year and then kind of didn't finish and So I 
really wanted an opportunity to get everyone to show up and do it together. So we're 
going to do seven days together from the seventh of January, which is just a little check 
in with all of those areas to make sure that you do get really clear on how you want to 
feel in each of those areas. 

Lisa: Because intention is important. Being intentional with our choices and showing up in 
that way I feel makes a really big difference to my life. 

Amy: Well I think its the only thing that matters because without intention we will let our 
mind run the show. And as we said before, our mind will automatically find the 
problems. Picket fences, will scan the horizon for the fires we have to put out, without 
setting intention, without being really conscious, then we're letting a programme run 
our life that we don't want to do that anymore, we don't want to do that anymore. 

Lisa: And something that I like, let's just go the woo-woo to the max. But I learned about 
intent and intent being the force of the universe, like it just exists. It's like a river and so 
you can, you set the intention, you commit and you put your intention out there and it 
gets taken by the river and it's like the universe kind of takes care of it. But if you're not 
clear, if your intention is that this will be the same old shit over again, that I'll be stuck in 
the stuff that no one helps me that blah blah blah. That's what intent grabs and moves 
forward with. And you're like, why is this happening? Because you never. You never set 
the intention. You never shifted it. You never asked for anything different. 



 

Lisa: You never tapped into the immense power that you are and that exists around you in 
order to be able to, its like channels, I don't know if I'm speaking the right language 
here. 

Amy: Oh you are. It's beautiful. 

Lisa: But that's the way I think of it now is, if I want something to change, I really have to 
bring my attention to it and then set an intention around it and then almost just like let 
it take care of itself, is the way that we don't have to try so hard all this time. 

Amy: That's perfect way to describe it. And I forgot to mention that in the co creation process. 
That's step three that we do. We clear out past and the patents, you get clear on what 
you want. And then step three is the letting go, every show you just keep this up on 
track, but don't hang onto it to tight, don't question it, don't doubt it, don't keep going 
over and over again, I've got this beautiful story I share in the programme about all of 
that, that it has to be this and I struggled so long with this, this surrendering of it. You 
get really clear on what you want, but then you don't hang on to it too tightly. I'm sorry, 
what? What do you mean? I did not understand that for years it was the hardest part of 
this whole creation thing. So that's another part that we get in that programme. 

Amy: But I want to say just to wrap up what you were saying, the universe or whatever you 
believe is working here, even if it's just energy giving energy to, even if it's just that law 
of attraction, whatever you ask for you and are given instantly, whatever you ask for. 
The problem is most of us are unconsciously asking for what we don't want over and 
over again. So as you said, no matter what, we have been carried in the river of 
intention, but most of us are putting the wrong intentions in place simply because we 
don't understand that, that's how it works. None of us wanted struggle and suffer, but 
we're just not aware of how that works. And so that's what this is all about. That's what 
we want to do. 

Lisa: Yeah. One, we'll finish up. But, and I want to say thank you so much and I think I need to 
do co creation because. And that's the other thing, like we're never done with this stuff. 
Like it's always, we're always having to. My mind is just being blown by people like you, 
you really. It's like sometimes like I'm sure I hear you differently as I grow and move 
through things. I'm pretty sure you were saying the same stuff, but I'm just at a point 
where I'm hearing it differently. And so I just want to say that to all of the Small 
Steppers, if you're like, "What the hell are they actually talking about here?" It's totally 
okay to be that. It's totally okay to have no concept of manifesting or intention or 
anything like that. This is like, I'm going to put together those questions that you asked 
in a little bit of a worksheet. 

Lisa: There is something practical for you to do here, but if this even opens you up a little bit 
to the power that you are, the power that you have to create change in your life, just 
allow it to sit with you. Just let it be this. Just watch and just take it in. You'll hear what 
you meant to hear right now. Always say that to people. You hear exactly what you're 
ready for in this moment, so don't analyse it. Don't get crazy about it. Don't get in your 
head about it. Do the worksheet. Let it be. If you want to keep working with Amy and do 
her seven day co creation, I'll pop a link in the membership. I trust no one more than 



 

Amy to hold that space for you and move you through a process and I'm just so glad that 
we got some of your genius here in the membership again, like who are you're going to 
call, Amy. 

Lisa: How am I going to end up 2018 this year. How can we create from a clean slate? How 
can we let go, be super kind and allow ourselves to move into 2019 without judgement , 
but with actually just eyes on what, even if it didn't feel like much was achieved a lot 
was. And I'm so pleased that you've been able to do that with us. One thing that I come 
back to time and time and time again is everything was, is now and always will be just 
fine. And I heard that from Jim Fortin this year and I have come back to that so many 
times. It gives me a huge amount of peace that no matter what is going on, it's 
happening for me and it's fine. And just being able to just like go, "Okay." 

Amy: I'll just finish with one thing with that. Just to be curious about that. You don't have to 
believe it. 

Lisa: No you don't have to believe it. Sometimes I don't believe it. I'm like, "This is not fine." 

Amy: You that about it, just what if? It's such a beautiful question. What if this was actually 
working out for me? What if this was the quickest and easiest way for me to get this 
lesson? What if I was exactly where I needed to be to have everything I want to place. 

Lisa: Tingles all over. That is a wrap on 2018, thank you Amy Taylor-Kabbaz once again for 
gracing us with your presence. I think you're the best. 

Amy: Thank you beautiful. 

Lisa: And I can't wait to keep working with you and seeing you grow and your message 
shining into 2019. There's lots of good things coming, thanks for being here. 

Amy: Thank you. 

 


